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[Bribery Act 2010]

They need a good spanking by the Registrar!

[Spanking Sessions]

Custom requires that those who want the favor of hubristic bureaucratic princesses offer to them their most valuable possessions. They must receive costly gifts worthy of their greatness. The gifts include honorary doctorates, bureaucratic chairs, unearned fellowships, meritless orders of chivalry, government grants, inflated salaries, unaccountable expenses and unabashed sycophancy. Accordingly, I wish to give you a token of my homage. Fortunately, I have discovered a gift among my possessions that I prize more than the recognition of foxes and their sycophantic vixens who go to ground at the first sound of barking.

The gift comprises the knowledge gained from seventy years publishing experience and a continuing study of both classical and modern satire. I have condensed this knowledge, with great diligence, into a collection of more than a thousand essays entitled Contra Cabal. I now dedicate them to Samantha Peters as the most deserving of bureaucratic princesses. Although I deem my work unworthy of your narcissism, nonetheless I have confidence that it will attract your attention. I can offer you no more than the means to grasp all that I have learned during so many years of privation and frustration.

I use the plain style that instructs without extrinsic ornament. Other writers embellish their writing ornamentally but I do not need the applause that they seek from using those rhetorical devices. I wish my readers to judge my work only upon its truthfulness and the seriousness of its topics. A person of low station, I ask with humility that you forgive me for venturing into the hallowed realm of the academe.
Especially, I ask forgiveness for presumptuously discoursing about bureaucratic cabals and their princesses. However, lowly people believe that to have a clear notion of princesses they must acquire princely knowledge. From that knowledge they learn that self-venerated princesses eventually belong to them.

From my life-experience low in the valley I have studied the mountain. I have also climbed the mountain to gain a greater perspective of myself. Then I studied your academic publications (or lack of them) to gain a better perspective of you. I found that you do not possess the princely knowledge that you claim which eventually will give others possession of you.

Therefore, please accept this plethora of rhetorical gifts in the spirit that I present them to you. If you will diligently read and consider them you will understand my desire for you to attain the level of eminence that your merits deserve. When you eventually fall from the height of your greatness, turn your eyes to humbler regions. You will then realize how unreservedly your subjects have endured your keen and unremitting malignity. You will find that retribution occurs suddenly.

Nmesis*.

With Apologies to:

*When Nmesis retired as Chief Executive Officer of a company in US, he earned two PhDs on which he spent ten years full-time and $500,000.00 on university fees and subsistence. He has a particular aversion to subliterate, bureaucratic bimbos who scrounge academic degrees and honorary doctorates, without publication and after political affiliation, using mutual blackmail and committing misconduct in public office.